Dallas ARTS DISTRICT

Dallas Fish Market
Dallas Chop House
Coal Vine's Pizza
Cindi's New York Delicatessen
CBD Provisions
Café Herrera

Bonne Maman

Bob's Steak & Chop House
Blackship Little Katana
Ascension Coffee
DOWNTOWN
Wheelhouse
Pie Tap Pizza Workshop
Oak
El Bolero

DOWNTOWN (inset)

Twisted Root Burger Co.
Revolver Taco Lounge
Pepe's & Mito's
Pecan Lodge
Niwa Japanese BBQ
Local
Easy Slider
Dempsey's Pub & Dessert
Fuzzy's Tacos Shop [Mexican]
Darlinghoo [Mexican]
Northeast Pina [Thai]
Dairies [Japanese]

DOWNTOWN (inset)

Tortaco

Downtown

Morton's The Steakhouse
Starbucks
SkinnyFats
Sixty Vines
Si Tapas
Shake Shack
Slowcoooker [American]
S&D Oyster Company
SkinnyFats
Sixty Vines
Sapla House

Deep ELLUM

Adairs [Bar/Grill]
All Good Cafe [American]
Anvar's [Bar/Grill]
Antipasto [Bar/Grill]
Arbiv [Bar/Grill]
Army Depot E [Hugunian]
Bottled Bolds [Italian/Bread Garde]
Barbead Brewery [Brewpub]
Cafe Brasil [American]
Cane Rosso [Italian]
The Crab Station [Seafood]
Deep Sushi [Japanese]
Dot's Hophouse [American]
Easy Slider [Burgers]
Empire Place [Pizza]
Fuzzy's Tacos Shop [Mexican]
Henaire MXXM [American]
Local [New American]
Nina [Japanese BBQ]/Japanese
Pecan Lodge [Barbecue]
Pepe's & Milto's [Mexican]
Punch Bowl [American]
Revolution Lounge [Tacos]
Saribo Pizza [Pizza]
STII [American]
Terry Black's Barbecue [Barbecue]
Twisted Root Burger Co.
Vidorra [Mexican]
Zatar Labanese Tapas & Bar [Middle Eastern]

DESIGN DISTRICT

Ascension [Cafe]
The Commons Club (Virgin Hotel) [American]
DeCicco Gauche [Pizza]
El Botolo [Mexican]
Ferris Wheelers [Barbecue]
Senzar [New American]
Mediterraneo [New American]
Old [New American]
Palapao Thai Food [Thai]
Pie Tap Pizza Workshop [Italian]
Rodeo Goat [Burgers]
Sassaeta [Italian]
Town Hearth [Steakhouse]
Wheelhouse [Garishoph]

DOWNTOWN

400 Grill [Italian]
American (The Joule) [Italian]
Ascension Coffee [Cafe]
Biergarten [Bar/Pub]
Black Pine Little Kafana [Asian Fusion]
Bob's Steak & Chop House (Omnivore Dallas) [Steakhouse]
Bread Zeppelin [Italian]
Boulud Sud [French]
Cafe Herrera [Mexican]
CBD Provisions (The Joule) [American]
Centennial Cafe (Hyatt Regency) [Cafe]
Central Market (Harr...}

Not all restaurants are listed in this document. Visit Datalast makes no guarantees as to the timeliness and accuracy of information in this document. All information in this document is subject to change without notice.